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Covid-19 is seriously attacking public health. Frontiers are closing, governments are asking people to stay
home for preventing its expansion. This is undoubtedly an unknown situation with many social side effects.
Although it may sound easy to stay home for one day or two, it can become difficult if more people are
obliged to remain home for a couple of weeks or even longer. We are not used to these circumstances and
we even ignore how to spend our “free” time.
FIAP is actively participating in the “We Stay Home” campaign. What better than taking pictures when
you must stay home? For this reason, FIAP is announcing an international photo competition opened to all
photographers of the world, with pictures taken at home during this period. The participation is without
entry fees. Instead, for each photographer who participated in this special competition, FIAP is going to
contribute a certain amount of money to a world organization specialized in the fight against the Corona
Virus (to be advised by the World Health Organization).
The rules of this competition are as follows:
1) No entry fees.
2) One (mixed) section with both Color and B&W digital images.
3) Free subject, under the special condition for the pictures to have been taken in the place photographers
are confined after the 15th of March 2020.
4) Each photographer can submit up to 4 photos. Digital files must be in JPEG format, 8 bit, RGB, with the
longest side 1920 pixels, 300 dpi. Each file should not exceed 4 MB in size.
5) Each photograph must have a unique title. Words such as “Untitled” and “No Title” are not acceptable
even as part of an image title, nor are camera capture filenames. Photos with any watermarks are not
accepted.
6) Closing Day: April 30 May 31, 2020.

7) Judging: May 8 June 5, 2020 by the FIAP Board of Directors. An entry may be rejected if it does not
conform to the Contest Rules and Conditions.
8) Results: May 13 June 10, 2020. Each entrant will receive via e-mail a report card with the results of
his/her submitted photos. All results will be uploaded in the website of the Contest.
9) FIAP will produce a PDF catalogue downloadable from web. FIAP may also consider publishing a photo
book to commemorate this difficult period of public health worldwide, if the photos submitted are deemed
suitable. In that case the authors may be requested to send their files in higher resolution.
10) FIAP will give 10 special awards. The Top Award will include the participation fee (one pax, not
including the transportation cost) for the next FIAP Photo Meeting.
11) This contest is under FIAP Auspices and not under FIAP Patronage. Therefore, the participation and
awards in this special contest are not eligible for FIAP Distinctions.
12) The pictures should be uploaded at : www.fiap-westayhome.net

COPYRIGHTS - USE OF THE PHOTOGRAPHS - PERSONAL DATA
All participating photographs will be kept at FIAP’s archive. FIAP will have the right to use these
photographs for promoting purposes (uncommercial) with the Photographer’s name and copyright fee will
not be paid to the owner of the photograph (it could happen that in photo-collage graphic works author’s
name could not be added). Unless otherwise expressed by the author, reproduction of the works and their
use both in printed and digital album is allowed. The authors should have all eventual necessary permissions
for people or land portrayed in their works. Any disputes arising from use of the photographs (with
Photographer’s name) in printed or electronic media (web, emails) in this manner will be solely the
Participant’s responsibility. By entering the competition, authors or their parents or legal guardians of the
less than 18years old authors certify that they have the consent or model release from each of any
identifiable persons in their photos (and if under age 18, signed by their parent or guardian) whenever and
wherever required and that they can provide copies of these releases if requested. Images entered must be
entirely the work of the photographer. Composite images are permitted provided all component images
meet this requirement. For the avoidance of doubt, use of images from any other source including, but not
limited to, royalty free image banks and clipart are not permitted. Image alteration and computer generation:
Images may be altered, either digitally or otherwise, by the entrant. Images may not be constructed entirely
with a computer and all photographic components must have been photographed by the entrant who holds
copyright of the complete works submitted. By virtue of submitting an entry, the entrant certifies the work
as his own (aliases are not permitted) and permits FIAP to reproduce all or part of the entered material free
of charge for publication and/or display in media related to the Competition. This may include low
resolution posting on a website. FIAP assumes no liability for any misuse of copyright. By entering the
competition, the authors or their parents or legal guardians of the less than 18years old authors are explicitly
consenting to the personal data they have supplied, including email addresses, being held, processed and
used by the organizer for purposes associated with any FIAP activities. They also acknowledge and accept
that entering the competition means that photographs and lists with authors’ names may be public and
announced at web sites and on social media web sites such as Facebook. These rules and regulations become
effective after participant’s photograph upload for this competition. It is considered that by participating to
this contest, the participant has read and accepted all rules. Participants do not have the right for objecting
any rules after participating to this contest. By entering he competition the authors or their parents or legal
guardians of the less than 18years old authors declare and acknowledge that they assume the complete and
exclusive responsibility for any of the submitted photos and that they agree to indemnify, defend and hold
harmless FIAP from any and all third party liability for any injuries, loss, claim, action, demand or damage
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of any kind arising from or in connection with this competition, including, without limitation, any third
party claim for copyright infringement or a violation of an individual’s right to defamation, or privacy
and/or publicity right.
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